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Session 10 

TUFMAN VDS Management Module 
  



What it does and doesn’t do 
The TUFMAN VDS Management Module is a basic VDS system designed to help you manage purse seine vessel 

days. It is not designed to replace the online PNA system and should be used in conjunction with that system, 

the main advantage of the TUFMAN VDS module is that it is stored locally on your network and is linked to the 

rest of your TUFMAN data. 

What it does 

 Allows you to assign vessel days to companies, via agreements. 

 Allows you to view the vessel days assigned to your country and how they have been distributed 

among companies 

 Allows you to view the days used by agreement, company, and /or vessel 

 Provides a number of flexible reports 

 Uses processed VMS data, provided by SPC, for calculating days used 

What it doesn’t do 

 Doesn’t allow you to enter non-fishing days 

 Doesn’t use live VMS data 

 Doesn’t connect to the PNA system 

 Doesn’t manage days for gears other than purse seine 

Allocations 
‘Allocations’ is the term we use to describe the number of vessel days that can be fished in your countries EEZ 

for a year, or the total number of days allocated to your EEZ for the year. The allocations for the VDS module 

are accessed by going to ‘VDS Management->Allocations’ from the TUFMAN main menu. You can view 

different years, or add new years, by changing the ‘Year’ box on the top of the allocations screen. To assign the 

allocated number of days for the year, simply enter the number of days into the ‘Total number of days 

allocated to EEZ’ box. 

 

Distributions 
 ‘Distributions’ is the term we use to describe how the number of days have been assigned, or distributed, to 

the companies and agreements fishing in your EEZ. So in theory the total number of days distributed should 

equal the number of days allocated to your EEZ, unless you go over or under your allocation. 

The distributions are viewed and edited on the same screen as the allocations. To enter a new distribution you 

add a new line under ‘VDS distributions’. Distributions are done by agreement, so you first select the company, 

then the agreement, and enter the number of days that have been allocated to the company for the year. 

Note in the example below that there are 2 distributions totalling 250 days, so quite a lot below the 1000 days 

available for the year. 



In some cases a company may have 2 agreements active during the year, for example if Agreement1 expired 

30-June-2012, and Agreement2 ran from 1-July-2012 to 30-Jun-2013. In this case you would have to enter 2 

distributions for the company, one for Agreement1 and one for Agreement2, and you would have to apportion 

the correct number of days to each agreement 9but this should be easy since management will have done this 

already). 

 

Usage 
The VDS Management module has an interactive interface for usage, which allows you to view distributions 

and usage in a number of ways and also to produce reports and graphs. The screenshot below shows the 

options available for this, with a combination of filters and option selections:    

 

 Forecasting method – For the year in progress you can have the system forecast usage to the end of 

the year. There are 2 forecasting methods: 

o Linear for the current year 

o Historical – Monthly trend 

o Note that the forecasts generally work better later in the year. 

 Year – filters the data shown by year. Can be left blank to show all years. 

 Company – filters the data for a specific company, or leave blank for all companies. 

 Agreement – filters the data for a specific agreement, or leave blank for all agreements. 

 Licensed – filters the data for data linked to a license, not linked to a license, or all. 

 Year checkbox – If checked then the data shown will include a ‘year’ column 

 Month checkbox – If checked then the data shown will include a ‘month’ column 

 Company checkbox – If checked then the data will include a ‘company’ column 



 Agreement checkbox – If checked then the data shown will include an ‘agreement’ column 

 Vessel checkbox – If checked then the data will be shown by vessel 

 Cumulative – For views by month, if checked then the monthly figures will keep adding to the previous 

month, i.e. it’s a running total for the year. If not checked then it displays the allocation/usage only for 

that month 

 Apply Filter – Apply the selections above and refresh the display 

 Produce Report – For monthly views only, will create an Excel file with a table and charts of the 

displayed data. 

You can select any number of the options above in any combination you like, so this results in many different 

ways of viewing the data. There is an ‘Export to Excel’ button to export the currently displayed data to Excel. 

Some examples are shown below. Most reports show the amount for distribution and usage, with a balance 

column showing the difference between what was allocated and what was used. The exception is for reports 

by vessel which only show usage, since days are distributed by agreement and not to individual vessels. For all 

views there are totals at the bottom of the screen. Where usage exceeds distribution, the usage value is 

highlighted in red. 

Usage by year: 

 

Usage by month (cumulative): 



 

Usage by vessel (year): 

 

Usage by vessel (month): 

 



Report 
The report is by month, so is only available when the month box is checked. The report is like the main view in 

that it adapts according to the options that have been selected. Graphs will be shown unless the data is 

selected by vessel, in which case only a table will be produced. 

Here is an example of a report generated for year, month, company, and agreement: 

 

A closer look at one of the charts shows the days distributed and used by month (cumulative) for a particular 

company/agreement: 

 

There is a chart produced for each company/agreement in main results, and the ‘used’ plot will include 

forecasted usage if that option has been selected. 
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Here is the same chart but with the ‘cumulative’ option unchecked: 

 

Forecasting 
The forecasting function is useful for estimating usage to the end of the year. At present there is one main 

method for calculating this ‘Current year – Linear’, which basically calculates a linear trend of usage for the 

year to date and projects that to the end of the year. This method is most effective later in the year. 

The forecast data are shown in the main display (forecast months shown in green), and also on the charts 

produced in reporting: 
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